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ABSTRACT 

On January 6, 2021 Republican supporters loyal to US President Donald J. Trump stormed 

Capitol Hill in order to disrupt the symbolic process of ratifying incoming Democrat president-

elect Joe Biden who won the presidential elections of November 2020. In aftermath of this, 

debate has ensued as to the circumstances that led to this extraordinary act, with Republicans 

continuing to defend Trump. In response to this, it is argued that reason has given way to 

fabrication and foolhardiness.   

This is not to say that Americans are ‘dumb’, only that some act dumb. They do so because 

they are indifferent to the truth. Blinded by misguided loyalty, Trump supporters are prepared 

to pardon all from an indiscretion to a major act of sedition so as to cling to their version of 

reality. They do not question their beliefs so much that the rule of law, for their democracy, 

can be overthrown. The logical extension of this is mistrust of truth and conversely trusting of 

lies and untruths.     

Much has already been said by journalists, who are experts in the field of American politics, to 

shed important light on the factors leading to the riot in particular the implosion within the 

Republican Party and the divisions across the US in terms of political, religious and racial lines.    

In reflecting on this, as an outsider from ‘down under’, it appears to me though that other 

related social dynamics, less spoken about, converged leading into the storming of Capitol Hill 

on January 6, 2021.  Take for example, the elevation of the individual over the collective, the 

privileging of ignorance, the demonising of racial minorities, the trivialising of speech and the 

presence of fascism. Against this tide, some Republicans have shown courage to speak back 

to their party.   

Whilst this essay visits the extraordinary event of Capitol Hill, it can be said that politics in 

Australia follow a similar trajectory. We are heading down the same path toward intolerance 

and insurrection.   

BACKGROUND  

James Comey, former Director of the FBI, who was sacked by Trump in 2017, likened the riot 

of Capitol Hill to “our Chernobyl”, a reference to the “radioactive release” in the Ukraine in 

1986. Trump weakened foundations by removing checks and balances resulting in the riot. 

The “GOP needs to be burned down or changed”, to expunge itself of a culture of “lies, racism 

and know nothing-ism” so that a responsible conservative party can emerge (Jankowicz, 

2021). Comey’s descriptive of ‘know nothing-ism’ is intriguing because it calls to mind the 

hapless character Sergeant Schultz, the German guard of the television series Hogan’s Heroes, 

whose constant refrain was ‘I know nothing…’   
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The riot did not occur in a vacuum. According to Levine (2021), the Republican strategy has 

been to undermine faith in elections, so to make it harder to vote, and that the myth of voter 

fraud has moved from fringe theories to the centre of Republican ideology. It gives the party 

an excuse for claiming voter fraud should it be required. Trump himself said before the 

election that if he lost it would be due to voter fraud. This suggests some Republicans regard 

that free will, the right to vote, guaranteed under the US Constitution, does not apply to all.         

Trump’s platform for victory in 2016 was “make America great again”. After ‘Capitol Hill’ this 

can hardly be said to be the case. Nationalist rhetoric of restoring American ‘greatness’ helps 

to stir up sentiment but it is bereft of responsibility. Aside from its simplicity in rolling off the 

tongue, it implies that someone else lost America’s ‘greatness’ – presumably, the Democrats 

under former Black President Barak Obama. And, that it will be easy to take back. ‘Drain the 

swamp’ of political corruption underscored by elitism, socialism, identity politics, Obama Care 

(national health care), and affirmative action.  

The break-in was entirely foreseeable and raises questions about failures in the provision of 

proper security and why the prospect of rioting was not factored in planning given that this 

was an open secret. Olson (2020) noted reports of far-right groups threatening to storm civic 

buildings in protest of a “rigged” election. Their justification: Democrats engaged in voter 

fraud with dead people voting (Marsh et al, 2020). The ideal subtext for right-wing media to 

play on with Trump speaking the language of white nationalist victimisation. Both fed a 

growling cohort of disbelieving individuals (except in conspiracy theories), who have 

perfected the art of defying reason, to get louder and louder. Trump defies reason. His 

incompetent handling of the pandemic was forgiven since 73 million people voted for him.  

There has much discussion on the composition of the rioters. Kerby (2021) emphasises the 

presence of white Christian nationalists, whom she argues are the “cornerstone of Trump’s 

coalition”. The Proud Boys stopped to pray to Jesus, she notes. The rioters nearly succeeded 

in destroying the boxes containing the electoral college votes. QAnon supporters were off the 

charts chanting in the order of hang Vice President, Mike Pence, and Democrat Speaker of 

the House Nancy Pelosi (Porter, 2021). Pence returned to the task of his office to complete 

the symbolic process of counting the votes to ratify Biden.  

Whilst the rioters were from different groups, including the conspiracy crazed QAnon, they 

were united, as “faithful patriots of the revolution” on one thing: the “establishment 

[congress is evil] should be overthrown and the nation returned to its founding white Christian 

principles” (Kerby, 2021).      

Graham (2021) writes “white impunity was on display”, which he attributes to a movement, 

built by Trump, on the foundation of racial grievance, bigotry, and white identity politics. 

Black officers were attacked with racial slurs. Some brandished ‘blue lives matter’ 

paraphernalia. Graham notes that rioters did not bother to hide their identity because they 

thought they could get away with it: that they had the backing from within. For them, loyalty 

to Trump is more important that fidelity to the law. Rules are for suckers.   

Woodward (2021) reports that there is reason to believe that the rioters had help from 

insiders. In addition to police opening doors, GOP (Grand Old Party) members of congress are 
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being investigated for colluding with the rioters, by showing them around the building the 

day before the event. Moreover, democrats have spoken of their experience during the siege 

in which they felt that their lives were in danger. One congresswoman is recorded on twitter:    

The second I realised our ‘safe room’ from the violent white supremacist mob included 

treasonous, white supremacist, anti-masker members of congress who incited the mob in 

the first place, I exited (cited in Woodward, 2021).     

Woodward (2021) reveals some republicans refuse to clear metal detection and have 

threatened to carry weapons into the chamber. They did not wear masks either in compliance 

with the wishes of Trump. Three democrats were infected with COVID-19 whilst in the safe 

room with anti-maskers.  

Much like Woodward, Tufekci (2021) remarked that Republicans backed rioters. 139 GOP 

members and eight Republican senators voted immediately after the siege to overturn the 

election result.  

Porter (2021) reporting in Business Insider draws on the preparedness of Nebraska GOP 

Senator, Ben Sasse, to speak out.  

The violence that Americans witnessed and that might recur in the coming days is not a 

protest gone awry, or the work of a few bad apples. It is the blossoming of a rotten seed 

that took root in the Republican Party some time ago and has been nourished by treachery, 

poor political judgment and Cowardice (cited in Porter, 2021).  

According to Sasse, “swathes of the GOP have embraced QAnon”. This is hugely troubling 

especially as followers of QAnon planned to execute ‘traitors’ within the party. Colleagues 

told him privately that they were afraid to back sanction of Trump for fear of the safety of 

their lives and their families. Sasse declared: “we can defend the constitution or we can be a 

party of conspiracy theories, we cannot have both” (Porter, 2021).   

Sociologist Zeynep Tufekci observes in her opinion piece for The Atlantic (13/01/21), that the 

veneer of respectability and politeness of Republicans in the House masks the real danger to 

democracy compared to the conduct of the rioters. The 139 GOP members of caucus and 

eight GOP senators did just as the president and rioters had demanded. The “dire reality” of 

this she argues is that “they enlisted in his attempts to steal”. “Most dangerous of all, Trump 

convinced millions he won and that Republicans at all levels went along” with some “trying 

to stop the certification process”. Trump may soon be gone, she concludes, but the larger 

problem, in the belief that an unwelcome election result ought to be overturned, remains.         

I am no expert on American politics though, like Tufekci, I am a sociologist, who takes an 

interest in social and political dynamics, in my case in the context of race. For my doctoral 

thesis – an examination of the relevance of indigenous role model programs, drawing on 

athletes, to advance indigenous education (2004) – I borrowed from US based critical race 

theory (CRT), largely unheard of in Australia at the time, to argue the limitations of indigenous 

inclusion in professional sport as a medium for justice in education. I mention this because 

Trump derided critical race theory calling it “un-American”.  
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I have more to say on CRT later, it is the simplistic phrasing “un-American” that I wish to take 

to task here. First off, it demarcates good Americans from the bad. Secondly, it implies that 

the bad cause the division between good and bad by their actions. Thirdly, there is no proper 

explanation for this. Such simplistic phrasing is no accident. It would have been worked on to 

ensure that it is conveyed as an objective observation so that any criticism of racism can be 

deflected. This means that it no longer necessary to mention race directly.       

It was a brazen act with huge ramifications. Reich (2020) draws on the work of political 

scientist James Wilson and criminologist George Kelling, who developed the theory of “broken 

windows”. A broken window left unattended signals to the community in which the window 

is located is that no one cares. A broken window, therefore, is an invitation to break more 

windows because there are no consequences. It is conceivable that rioters, in accordance with 

Trump, viewed Capitol Hill, the beacon of US democracy as a ‘broken window’. Trump had 

already kicked things into motion pressuring the High Court to overturn the election results 

in key states in which he lost (Tisdall, 2020). Trump is the biggest window smasher of them 

all.     

It is ironic that Trump supporters, by smashing windows, in an attempt to “Stop the Steal” 

sought themselves to ‘steal’ the legitimately won presidency from Joe Biden. Whilst the 

break-in itself was violent, it made for strange viewing. Once inside, some looked awestruck, 

taking pictures of their hallowed halls – another irony given that they trashed democracy by 

crashing in only to behave like tourists.   

It is hardly surprising for some observers that the storming of Capitol Hill became violent. 

Sean Kelly (2021), former advisor to Australian Labor prime ministers Kevin Rudd and Julia 

Gillard, remarks that Trump had been encouraging violence for a long time. This was fuelled 

by his “contemptuous attitude toward democracy” that in turn was cheered on by far-right 

media. In the failure to take proper notice of this, including on online chatter, Kelly (2021) 

argues that Trump supporters relied on others to look the other way:  

Their great advantage is that the rest of us, including the media, tend to ignore those 

warnings in the blind hope we can just carry on as if nothing has changed (Kelly, 2021).  

The rise of Trump reveals a weakness of democracy. Anyone, can be president – so long as 

one is a white male – of course. Dignity of office is optional when an alternative ‘outcome’ is 

sought. The stage was set as it were with unwelcome truth (a lost election) remade into an 

opportunity for restoring the ‘rightful’ winner. Trump alone is not responsible. He was made 

as much as he made America. He drew supporters and dissenters, alike, into his orbit of 

manipulation to suspend reality. Former FBI Director, James Comey, revealed that in his 

meetings with Trump, “he conveys a menace, a meanness, in private that is not evident in 

public…He draws those to whom he is speaking into an involuntary circle of assent…” 

(Jankowicz, 2021). 

Trump was the leader of the Republican Party because it was convenient. The party existed 

to serve his interests. As journalists Rucker and Leonnig (2020) point out, party loyalty was to 

Trump, not to the party. He is an autocrat: Like Russia’s Putin, Trump ruled by fear of 

retribution with Republicans planted firmly under his feet. Hardly anyone in the party dared 
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to challenge him. Even his imminent departure is not enough for them to break the chains, 

he has that much outreach. In addition to not respecting his own party, Trump did not like his 

supporters. They served his purpose not he of theirs. As Lopez (2021) claims, he is 

contemptuous of them. This is reasonable given that he turned on them within 24 hours 

telling them to go home having previously incited them into action (Lopez, 2021).     

Trump is trumpeted, even by himself, as a genius. See A Very Stable Genius (Rucker and 

Leonnig, 2020). That is questionable but the important point to not lose sight of is that he cut 

through progressive narratives of social justice, especially in relation to African Americans, to 

connect devastatingly with a smarting cohort, as never before. He showed the way in 

demeaning protest movements such as “Black Lives Matter”, a response to the deaths of 

unarmed black men at the hands of white police officers, by labelling it a “symbol of hate” 

(Sprunter and Snell, 2020). Or, through deploying catchy slogans – “the steal” – to justify 

tearing down democratic institution.  

Trump tapped into hatred to instil fear of Democrats. He hit the mark with rioters carrying 

nooses, an unmistakable reference to lynching. Trump hid his ambition, to be declared the 

winner, behind incitement of his supporters to take back democracy. They did his dirty work. 

He also weaponised fear against his party too. Republicans, who dared to break from him 

were threatened by his supporters. Cue the reported hideous cries of “hang Pence” for not 

doing their bidding. Trump whipped up the mob and damaged America irreparably in the 

process. 

How Trump managed to obtain the Republican nomination, and to then win office, given his 

character and history of dubious financial activity (bankrupt twice), is a question the 

Republican party bears responsibility for. Needless to say, the broader political culture of the 

US is not without responsibility given the decline in standards in public life. At issue here is an 

absence of statesmanship. The gradual descent to telling and retelling of misinformation (or 

lies) plunges debate to dangerous depths that are hard to get out of. Moreover, the frequency 

within which lies were retold especially on social media with a massive audience online makes 

them (lies) mainstream and therefore somehow believable. This is a huge issue not just for 

the US but for global society in general to grapple with.   

A decline in civil society is indicated in the preparedness of political figures to remain not only 

ignorant but also indifferent to truth. It is their responsibility to fact-check their comments or 

policy statements. I suggest the reason to explain why they do not is that if a proper reading 

of relevant material was undertaken it would be difficult to retain a falsehood. Thus, it is 

better to stay ignorant and hide instead behind pretention of free speech to justify continuing 

a lie. Good debate is fundamental to the workings of democracy in terms of decency and 

tolerance for difference in thinking, perspective, policy. In the absence of this, one should not 

be surprised to see the emergence of conspiracy theories to explain events.  

My view is that independent thinking has been discarded or, at the least, is in decline. It is too 

easy, as well as convenient, to turn to a popular, though more than likely uncredited, source 

that speaks to a reader’s bias. As a consequence, there is little need to question. There is 

another component to this. Capacity for independent thought has been ‘contracted out’ to 
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‘group think’ rhetorical devices designed for simplistic ease of understanding and purpose 

(see George Orwell’s classic 1984). This way, individuals can be shown what to think, or others 

who ‘think’ similarly. Fiction can be swapped for fact. Untested unnuanced assumptions 

about the world can be relied upon. This enables easy dismissal of experts in their respective 

fields: thus, the beginnings for sewing doubt and mistrust in independent institutions.  

For US democracy to descend as it has, to become so unruly, it is important to look at the 

nature of debate. To that, Roff (2021) observes that coarseness in politics has debased the 

political system. Lying is commonplace. It has become the norm in part because the counter 

narratives have either not been able to take a foothold in public discourse or have been torn 

to shreds by rubbish. Roff (2021) claims that there is an enormous price to pay when 

dangerous lies go uncontested, or are not questioned in good faith, because they land and 

take hold of peoples in need who are vulnerable to exploitation. This is was fascists Hitler and 

Mussolini did.  

Robert Paxton (2021), acclaimed author of The Anatomy of Fascism, sees eerie similarities 

between Trump, Hitler and Mussolini:  

In 2016, a newsreel clip of Trump’s plane taxiing up to a hangar where cheering supporters 

awaited reminded me eerily of Adolf Hitler’s electoral campaign in Germany in July 1932, 

the first airborne campaign in history, where the arrival of the Fuhrer’s plane electrified 

the crowd. Once the rally began, with Hitler and Mussolini, Trump mastered the art of 

back-and-forth exchanges with his enraptured listeners. There was the threat of physical 

violence (“lock her up”) sometimes leading to the ejection of hecklers. The Proud Boys 

stood in convincingly for Hitler’s Storm Troopers and Mussolini’s Squadristi. The MAGA 

hats even provided a bit of uniform. The “America First” message and the leader’s arrogant 

swagger fit the fascist model…      

Paxton (2021) admitted that he was hesitant to ascribe fascist behaviour to Trump but not so 

after the events of January 6. Here’s the thing. Paxton showed restraint and withheld 

‘judgement’ until after the event. Admirable as that is, it’s easy to see with clarity afterwards. 

It is beforehand that matters – to speak up, to debunk – so as to avert fascist speech morphing 

into dangerous territory.  

To appreciate the historical context and relevance to this debate, it is worthwhile to briefly 

visit quotes attributed to Hitler:  

“If you tell a big enough lie and tell it frequently enough it will be believed”.     

“I use emotion for the many and reserve reason for the few”. 

“It is not truth that matters, it is victory” (see www.goodreads.com). 

These quotes could be lifted out of the handbook of Donald Trump. He told lies. He used 

emotion to stir his supporter base and he cared only for victory because truth is irrelevant. 

Trump has made good the individual, to privilege the right of the individual to act in their own 

interests. The individual has undergone a makeover to become the centre of his or her own 

universe. The individual is the source of knowledge and truth. Taken to an extreme, this 
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justifies the right of the individual to enact on the removal from office by force, if necessary, 

‘enemies of the state’ such as Mike Pence.         

Rioters elevated their right to act for democracy, on behalf of democracy, to ‘restore’ 

democracy. They possessed the right to choose to override the collective right of those who 

voted for Biden to take office based on the nefarious slogan of a “steal”. 

It is not that the individual is problematic. It is the misrepresentation of the individual. The 

Magna Carta, or Great Charter, written by King John of England on June 15, 1215 ensured the 

rights of individuals to “life, liberty, and property”. It also guaranteed proceedings to the “law 

of the land”. The Magna Carta is central to the US Constitution. The Fifth Amendment states 

that “no person shall be deprived of life, liberty, or property, without due process of law” 

(National Archives, 2019). The expectation of peaceful transition of power written into the US 

Constitution, a law unto all, was disregarded by rioters.  

Individual rights are without question essential to democracy. However, where they 

overshadow principle of the collective society, then the real risk is losing sight of individual 

obligations as citizens to each other. That is not to say the individual is subordinate to the 

collective. Rather, the issue is the privileging of the sovereign right of the individual – above 

all other rights – of which there are unintended consequences. If the self is the reference 

point for knowledge, then the individual is likely to dismiss reasoning. To discard truth. To 

make the easy uninformed, potentially dangerous, call one’s internal ‘logic’.               

Even though the riot on Capitol Hill amounted to ‘mob rule’, I propose that distorted notions 

of the right of the individual underscore the actions of the rioters. They exercised their so-

called “sovereign” right to protest unproven allegations of state corruption that worked to 

deny Trump his rightful victory. They put their individual want to overturn Biden’s win to pave 

the way for Trump to be declared the winner before due process, before their great institution 

of democracy. As such, they appear to reject the will of the people and, furthermore, refuse 

to wait for another chance to eject Biden from office at the next US presidential elections in 

2024. They want what they want. The values attributed to the progressive left: social, political, 

economic, cultural and racial equality, are to be uprooted. 

It could be said that civil society underlined by Hegelian principles of cooperation, altruism, 

public interest, group responsibility, and intimacy are in decline. Author Alan Wolfe (1997), 

writing in the context of American society, takes an optimistic standpoint. For Wolfe, civil 

society has the capacity to adapt to circumstance, to remake itself. I hope so though it would 

be of interest to learn what he might say in response to the storming of Capitol Hill to disrupt 

endorsement of president-elect Joe Biden (Levy et al, 2021).  

Given the prescience of “the steal”, there is some work to do in relation to undoing the 

influence of conspiracy theory. I caught a ‘documentary’ denying climate change. The 

presentation was slick pitched perfectly with the Hollywood treatment – visuals, sound 

effects, and deep voice-over – screaming scientific objectivity. It became apparent how easy 

it might be for a casual observer to accept the claim of denial even though there were no 

references to reputable verifiable sources. This is the conspiracy.        
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Conspiracy theory works because, in being so far-fetched, it lets believers off the hook. They 

are not required to question the validity of conspiracy because they can suspend judgment 

until proper proof arrives. By this means, a ‘rigged election, ‘deep state’ (corrupt state), a 

paedophile ring run by democrat Hilary Clinton behind a pizza shop become plausible. This is 

just the excuse though for staying on board. In reality, they pretend to believe because they 

need a cause to justify acting beyond the boundaries of the rule of law. There are vulnerable 

children to rescue, whose lives are at stake. Inventive means are found to invert the language 

of democracy: We need to go in now. We are the law. The peoples’ law. We have to be because 

the law is corrupt. We are on a rescue mission to free America. Donald Trump needs us.   

The assumption is that Trump appealed to ‘forgotten’ America, those on the receiving end of 

massive job loss and entrenched unemployment. This may not be altogether accurate since 

his supporters are not all ‘poverty-stricken’. According to Lopez (2021) many are middleclass 

and well off. They are “motivated not by poverty but by racism and paranoia fed a diet of lies 

by right wing media” (Lopez, 2021). Trump claimed to be for the people. However, after 

rallying them to action, he showed his contempt by blowing them off (Lopez, 2021). This won’t 

change their thinking much, though. They are already ‘in’ and will just double down.   

The riot was a consequence of a slow burn of resentment. It was not just a reaction to the 

election result. For Republican supporters of Trump, the riot represented the accumulation 

of a series of insults toward Trump at the hands of Democrats objecting to his handling, 

among other things, of Russian collusion in the 2016 presidential election, the pandemic, and 

Black Lives Matter.  

His supporters are angry and are on a mission to rewrite the Trump record. They are after the 

Democrats for delivering eight years of Barak Obama. Few will declare racial bias but for them 

Obama was the ‘swamp’ with Hilary Clinton a close second. By their actions they clearly refuse 

to wait four years, to 2024, to try to vote Biden out. Yet, whilst time has caught up with Trump, 

Trumpism, remains a force to be reckoned with. In light of this, the unenviable task for the US 

is to make plain the fiction so as to reconcile division and rancour without alienating Trump 

supporters. Biden has his work cut out for him. 

The Capitol Hill rioting suggest the belief that change is easy. Breaking through a barrier to 

smash an institution might be relatively easy but that does not take into account the 

consequences of smashing institution and the suitability of its replacement. Having an ‘idea’ 

is one thing and putting it in place another altogether.        

A recently aired documentary by the Australian Broadcast Corporation (ABC) recounted 

conflicts and their consequences going back to the fall of the Berlin Wall in 1991. Drawing on 

journalists and historians, the documentary, Road to Now, questions US intervention in the 

middle east to overthrow autocrats in Afghanistan, Iraq, and Syria and install democracy. 

After trillions of dollars spent and countless lives lost or displaced these countries are no 

better off. There is a circularity to this: emerging peoples’ movements for change, a brief 

period of transition, the rise of interest groups professing radical resistance to intervention, 

followed by descent into civil war.  
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Few states tolerate intervention or loss of territory. Retaliation for the fall of the United States 

of Soviet Russia (USSR) and the subsequent formation of independent states such as Ukraine, 

Estonia and Latvia reveal itself in Russian backed rebels bombing of a passenger plane flying 

over Eastern Ukraine in 2014. Russian president Putin has attacked the Ukraine on the pretext 

of defending Russian citizens living in Ukraine (Road to Now, 2021). Much like Britain’s history 

of invading Northern Ireland to defend British citizens living in Ireland, the (provisional) Irish 

Republican Army (IRA), a para-military organisation, bombed British institutions in retaliation 

(Faith, 2020).   

And, in Hong Kong, fifty-three activists and politicians were arrested for trying to “overthrow 

the government” under the National Security Law enacted by China in June 2020 (BBC News).  

I have cherry picked historical events here but the results are depressingly similar. 

Authoritarian rule followed by disorder and disruption. Displaced peoples fleeing unrest in 

their homelands on account of a new regime hellbent on retaining power. It is not always 

clear which is worse authoritarian rule or invasion under democracy. Either way money is 

almost always involved. 

Naomi Klein (2007) puts this in context in her convincing account of conflict-disaster 

capitalism. Economics win every time where there is political upheaval. According to Klein, 

the very objective of invasion is to provide justification for corporations and economists, 

under the cover of democracy, to move in, take charge, and profit accordingly. Condoleezza 

Rice the former Secretary of State to US president George W. Bush deployed the expression 

“a moment of opportunity”. The phrase, applied in reference to “rebuilding”, appears 

throughout her nomination speech to the US Senate for the post of Secretary of State in 2005 

(see www.access.gpo.gov/congress/senate).  

Internal party cleanouts represent another ‘opportunity’. Margaret Thatcher, Conservative 

Prime Minister of the United Kingdom, 1979 to 1990, famously said: “there is no society. 

…There are individual men and women…” (The Guardian, 2013). Like Trump, Thatcher turned 

her party on its head. A ‘Dry’, she purged the party of the ‘Wets’ and opposed greater 

integration into the European Economic Community (EEC). With what became known as 

Thatcherism, her objectives were for small government, minimal public benefits, a weakened 

trade union sector, privatisation of national industries, and in the Chicago tradition of Milton 

Friedman economics, the market decided (see Margaret Thatcher, History.com). Same for 

Trump.       

Change is easy compared to the clean-up. There are always consequences and not always 

good ones at that. Road to Now makes it very clear that nothing is permanent. Institutions 

must be protected else they will fall to anarchy. This is why uprisings can be so dangerous. 

There are no rules and no tolerance for exception. No civil society. Only retribution. 

Charismatic figures, playing always to a gallery of vulnerable people, pledge to lead the way. 

They are false prophets.  

Terrorists, in a way, see themselves as prophets. They try to show the way, too, for others to 

follow whether it be to Allah or to Hitler. The Australian white supremacist who murdered 

over 50 worshippers in a mosque in New Zealand in 2018 was sending a ‘message’ in ‘real 
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time’ via social media. Being a ‘little’ man, he probably wanted to build himself by going after 

others. Hitler all over.  

Hitler tapped into grievance in retaliation for the sanctions imposed on Germany for starting 

the first world war by invoking nationalism. He preached an Aryan race. He fuelled 

resentment toward the Jewish peoples for their supposed financial gains at the expense of 

the German people. This became the justification for their extermination and for world 

domination through a campaign of occupying new territories. To pay the world back for 

humiliating Germany.     

The UK is in the grip of its own nostalgic fantasy of former glory underscored by its “Brexit” 

campaign – to leave the European Economic Community. It does not want to be dictated to 

and it does not want refugees fleeing Syria making their way into the UK. Migrants, thus, are 

the easy target. The slogan “take back Britain” is a bit like Trump’s “Make America Great 

Again”. Nationalist to the hilt.  

Trump painted his own nostalgic version of society that harks back to racial segregation. He 

blamed critical race theory (CRT) for causing divisiveness in the US. He did not hesitate to call 

on law enforcement to quell peaceful protesters marching under the ‘Black Lives Matter’ 

movement in response to the killing of black men by law enforcement. It was not pretty. An 

elderly (white) gentleman sustained severe head injuries after being pushed to the ground by 

an officer of the law.    

Victor Ray a professor of sociology at the University of Iowa offers an excellent account of the 

emergence of CRT and its relevance to understanding present racial conflict in the US (Ray, 

2020).  

CRT seeks to explain why structural racism endures, the very notion of which is a threat to 

Trump and his supremacist supporters, namely the ‘Proud Boys’. Trump denounced CRT as 

“un-American” and moved quickly to legislate a ban on racial sensitivity training in the 

workplace. Trump nit-picked to single out components of theory likely to draw reaction, such 

as the notion of unconscious racial bias, but without careful consideration of what this 

actually means. Much easier to malign, to render it simplistically as an attack on White 

America, than to engage with its deeper meaning which is to raise the prospect that an 

expression of bias is not necessarily intentional. It may instead be unconscious. Ray (2020) 

observes: teaching people to be sensitive to race is divisive yet structural racism (embedded 

within society) is not.  

It is not the issue of criticism that is the problem but rather the manner by which this is 

mounted. Ray (2020) points out that there are good faith critiques of CRT and, furthermore, 

that CRT is not the only theory to explain racial inequality. This is about Trump’s attempts to 

make reality “disappear”, much like the corona virus, by ignoring it. And, failing that, to 

identify a ready-made target to distance it from the rest of society by declaring it un-

American.   
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CRT has identified some unenviable realities that are near impossible to ignore for those who 

live with racial inequality. For Ray (2020), white backlash against anti-discrimination policies, 

brought about by the civil rights movement, gave rise to the search by CRT scholars, black 

scholars and activists, for answers. They could not help but conclude that laws, whether by 

design or through omission, perpetuate racial inequality. That is say, racial inequality is 

embedded in the law. Thus, it is possible to distinguish between stated legislation of equality 

and the informal workings of inequality that, in effect, maintain the status quo.  

In his critique of racial liberalism, Charles Mills (2017) contends that liberal laws were made 

to actually exclude peoples from protections. A progressive law, then, will ultimately draw 

backlash. Founding CRT scholar, Derrick Bell, summed up the dynamic of (white) backlash: 

“temporary peaks of progress and short-lived victories that slide into irrelevance as racial 

patterns adapt in ways that maintain white dominance’’. For Bell, progress is only possible 

when white and black merge (convergence theory) but that the opposite is the same too. 

Without merging, progress diminishes.  

Philosopher Charles W. Mills who wrote Black Rights/White Wrongs: A Critique of White 

Liberalism (2017) distinguishes between old fashioned racial philosophy and contemporary 

takes. C18th liberal philosopher Emmanuel Kant failed to recognise or acknowledge racial 

difference. For Kant, rights applied only to whites. Whereas, according to Mills, the C20th 

liberal philosopher John Rawls is a racial liberal in the subtler contemporary sense. He 

condemns racism while devising a theory of justice to launder European colonialism and 

imperialism. The correction of historic racial injustices is basically oriented by the perspective 

and priorities of the white settler population (Mills, 2017). Native Americans don’t even rate 

a mention.      

Rawls’ colour blind (anti) racism is purposeful for rendering criticism on the persistence of 

racism to be ‘’plausibly deniable’’. There is no reference to race. But this is the very problem. 

To not see race is assumed to be the epitome of liberal anti-racism because it implies that 

black and white folk treat each other equally. This is problematic, though. To not see race 

would be fine, acceptable, in a society in which people of all persuasions are actually treated 

equally. The problem is the need to see race especially when all people are not treated equally 

by word or deed. In this context, equality itself can be problematic too because, in assuming 

sameness, it may obscure the reality that some are more equal than others. It also obscures 

the relevance of difference for explaining the lived realities of the racial ‘other’. 

Racial discrimination is framed around the notion of an intent to discriminate adversely 

toward an individual or member of a group identified by race or ethnicity. But this overlooks 

the reality that this occurs as much by lack of intent as by intent. In her landmark study The 

Alchemy of Race and Rights (1992), Patricia Williams proposes that racism – a bye product of 

racial discrimination – can be understood as disregard. To not act, to ignore, look the other 

way.      

Williams (1992: 73) crafts an elegant and powerful definition of racism as “generic disregard 

for others whose lives are qualitatively dependent on regard”. For Williams, racial inequality 

is perpetuated by the very language of freedom and privatisation. There is no need for formal 
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segregation since this replicated within inequalities arising from privatisation. No longer racial 

segregation but economic and residential segregation. Williams and others make the case on 

the need for inclusive dialogue between parties in order to begin the healing work of justice. 

Williams is prepared, even while publicly declaring reservations on America’s founding 

document, the US Constitution, to ensure equality for all, to hold to the principle.   

CRT is up against it. Trump’s objective was to trivialise criticism of white privilege through 

counter criticisms of ‘cancel culture’, ‘woke’, and old favourites ‘political correctness’ and 

‘affirmative action’, which I have discussed in previous posts. His trick was to hone in on a 

potentially contentious component of a cause and then mock it so that there is no need to 

address the validity of grievances. Having done so, it then becomes straightforward to 

bemoan the undue privileging of blacks and in consequence claim the unfair discrimination 

of whites.  

In demonising CRT, Trump gave permission to his supporters to publicly embrace racism – to 

show pride in the superiority of their whiteness. The Proud Boys may not call themselves 

‘Nazis’ but their conduct conforms to the conditions that gave rise to Nazism.  For Ray (2020), 

Trump has engineered a ‘’racial nationalism’’ marked by a form of rampant white patriotism. 

Trump need only blow his whistle.  

It ought to be pointed out that CRT is fundamentally about upholding the human rights of 

people, who happen to be of colour. However, the meaning of human rights in terms of 

meeting needs in terms of shelter, safety, protection from harm, food, health and education 

have been subverted to individual rights of preference. This is expressed, for example, in 

choosing not to wear a mask and refusing to comply with health regulations on the basis of 

individual right.   

Politics is a nasty game. It ought not to be but it is nonetheless. Under Trump, there was no 

need for a policy platform, just an uncanny ability to swing with the breeze. It takes courage 

to speak up to political oppression especially when lives or livelihoods are at stake. Consider 

Chinese aggression toward dissidents in Hong Kong, Taiwan, Tibet. Even the US, much 

vaunted land of the free, baulks at its secrets entering the public domain and will submit 

‘traitors’ to what is politely called rendition. This is the reason for free speech not some self- 

serving rubbish about the right to demean easy targets or to incite.    

In How Fascism Works: The Politics of US and Them, Jason Stanley observed: "The leader 
proposes that only he can solve (issues) and that all political opponents are enemies or 
traitors." Stanley says recent global events as of 2020, including the pandemic and protests, 
have substantiated his concern about how fascist rhetoric is showing up in politics and policies 
around the world.  

Fascism, it is fair to say, is reasonably familiar to the everyday lexicon of political discourse. 
Mussolini’s Italy and Hitler’s Germany come to mind. It is not new, nor is it in its death throes. 
It lingers ready to surface when conditions are ideal in particular growing dissatisfaction with 
traditional political parties or when governments fail to act in the manner sought. Fascism can 
be thought of in general terms as ideology of uncompromising adherence to authoritarian 
rule. Politics is about power but fascism takes this to another level. Its ever-present danger is 
that it will eschew due process to achieve its ends.  
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Fascism serves political elites willing to exploit followers for personal gain. Hitler manipulated 
the German people, humiliated by defeat following World War 1, to ‘reclaim’ itself through a 
new nationalist agenda of exterminating a ‘racially inferior non-Aryan Other’. He found a 
ready-made target to pick on, to rally the German people. He held up a superior German 
Aryan race to justify killing over six million Jews and executed dissidents to demonstrate 
absolute control.   

This begs the question: How it is that supporters dare to rally under the Nazi flag, the 
embodiment of hatred, in the twenty-first century. My view is that it is indifference to the 
humanity of others whether in the assault of asylum seekers fleeing Syria for refuge in Europe 
(Tharoor, 2020) or ‘proud boys’ burning BLM banners in front of a church (Miller, 2020). More 
to the point, intolerance of difference. Under fascism, there is no tolerance or room for 
debate.        

Fascism is a form of “anti-liberal and anti-conservative nationalism". It manifests in elite-led 
but populist armed party politics opposing socialism and liberalism, and promising radical 
politics to rescue the nation from decadence” (Griffin, 1993: 201). Fascism draws on “arcane 
myths” of racial, cultural, ethnic, and national origins to develop a plan for the “new man” 
(Griffin, 1993). As such, fascism is suspicious of the ‘isms’; communism, conservatism, and 
liberalism. Socialism, inclusive of social support, can be added to the mix as well.  

The new conservatism, arguably, is trashing party lines. Dawson (2020) writes in the context 

of the UK that Conservatism is underpinned by the right of the individual to do as one pleases. 

In responding to the issue of why voters back the Tory (Conservative) Prime Minister Boris 

Johnson, despite his penchant for last minute about turns in policy direction, resulting in 

confusion and chaos.  

Dawson (2020) argues that voters cling to Johnson because he is the ‘bearer’ [my wording] of 

individuality. He’s not beholden to the party. He goes it alone. Supporters want to believe in 

him, which renders him tolerable despite the stuff ups. He’s their man and, on that basis, they 

will back him. Because if they don’t then they have to admit that they voted for a clown and 

they cannot have that. They do not have to care about the stuff-ups unless they are adversely 

impacted. A similar approach to this ‘new’ conservatism applies in relation to Trump.  

Whilst communist societies have fallen, with some embracing capitalism such as China, this 
does not mean as Jones (2003) points out that Marxist critique of capitalism is outdated. 
Indeed, Marx “provided a set of analytical tools with which to make sense of modern capitalist 
societies” (Jones, 2003: 79). He drew attention to the emphasis given to economic activity 
over all other activity. This is evident in capitalist states trying to keep their economies going 
amid the Corona virus pandemic with disastrous impacts on health.     

According to Robert Paxton (2004), fascism is a form of political behaviour underscored by 
obsessive preoccupation with community decline, humiliation, or victimhood. Cults exalting 
unity and purity merge into nationalist militants, who collaborate with traditional elites. They 
abandon democratic liberties to pursue goals of internal cleansing and external expansion. 
This is Capitol Hill to a tee.   

Walter Laqueuer (1997) adds Social Darwinism and racialism to the mix. Patterns of human 
division premised on exclusion and inequality go beyond matters of theory and politics. 
Charles Darwin’s theory of Social Darwinism, grounded in ‘survival of the fittest’ to explain 
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the extinction of species as a result of their failure to adapt to environmental conditions, was 
transported to human application. The objective then was to justify the failure of ‘inferior’ 
races to adapt to the harsh conditions of the new world. If they did not adapt, they died. Thus, 
the process of natural selection for the purpose of creating a category of people, who are 
obliged to serve their superiors, can be seen as a template for examining the origins of racism.          

Lacqueuer (1997) writes that "it is the consensus of historians that Nazi Germany targeted 
Jews as a race, not as a religious group". Historian Robert Soucy (2019) put it this way: "Hitler 
envisioned the ideal German society as a Volksmeinschaft, a racially unified and hierarchically 
organized body in which individual interests were secondary to the nation, or Volk." Whilst 
fascist philosophies may vary, by application, there is one distinct theoretical commonality; 
they all fall into the far-right of a political spectrum, catalysed by afflicted class identities or 
grievances over social inequities”. 

Fascism feeds on a cause underscored by resentment of the perceived privileges of the 
undeserving at the expense of the unrecognised deserving: to overturn the tables of excess 
so as to install a straight-talker unencumbered by political correctness. Old fascism sought to 
expunge political elites. New fascism seeks to expunge liberal elites. To exclude everyone 
except for themselves. Rauch (2020) describes adherents as “exceptionalists”. Democratic 
principles of rule of law, centrality of truth, peaceful transfer of power, and the legitimacy of 
the opposition party have been trashed. The US is shifting toward illiberal territory. He cites 
Michael Oakshott, who coined the term nomocratic rule – being accountable to the public 
process. Trump, he claims, has dragged America toward a telecratic regime which is 
accountable only to preferred outcomes (Rauch, 2020).  

Trump’s “firehose of falsehood”, based on an inundation of half-truths, falsehoods or straight 

out lies, has led to cynicism with people unsure of who to believe. This makes members of 

the public receptive to demagogues, dictators and kleptocrats. Rauch (2020) likens the 

present context to Jim Crow laws of the South, purported to be part of the democracy but 

instead a separate undemocratic polity based on white supremacy. Trump held the party 

hostage instead of leading. He blocked instead of built. The Republican party is now anti-

democratic (Rauch, 2020).  

Rickett (2020) claims that political figures lie knowing that their failures or indiscretions are 

soon forgotten. Johnson and Trump knowingly make false ‘good news’ announcements all 

the time and get away with it on the predictable likelihood that will always be another news 

story to divert attention. They preside over entrenched inequality on the paper-thin promise 

of good things to come that never materialise. Good things do come for the disaster 

capitalists, who “enrich themselves while most struggle to get by” (Rickett, 2020).  

The only right it seems is to ignore the human rights of others. In 1948 representatives of the 

United Nations came together to form a list of human rights to available to everyone – the 

Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR). Everyone has the right to seek and enjoy in 

other countries asylum from persecution (Article 14). Article 1 states that all human beings 

are born free and equal in dignity. They are endowed with reason and conscious and should 

act towards one another in a spirit of brotherhood. The remaining articles include the right to 

asylum (A 14), the right to freedom from torture, the right to free speech and the right to 

education (Amnesty International).     
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Defying this, some seek the right to express hatred or to defend expressions of hatred. There 

are denouncements of the new-world of globalisation and a yearning for the old-world 

myopia one ‘colour’ nations. A pipe dream that never existed in the first place. They prefer 

the utterings of cult figures instead of science, reason and fact. What they think and want is 

more important than anything else. This is what liberalist individualism has bequeathed them.  

Classic head-in-the-sand stuff, individuals have been systematically indoctrinated through 

government sanctioned propaganda into a state of apathy. Individuals are reduced to being 

suckers and gamblers. To believe in what is being said and to take the punt that things will 

work out. Free will has been suppressed such that the end game is acquiescence. That is, to 

consent without the need to consent. 

As Marx might put it: we are stunned into a malaise, an apathy, about our own condition even 

that to our disadvantage and accept ‘their’ ideas as our own. We are bedazzled by the 

distractions of the ruling class to not see our reality. The ultimate malaise, whether of 

government or the individual, is to wait for someone else to act or worse give in to rubbish.    

This is not just a problem for the US. We, in Australia, are following a similar downward 

trajectory of sharing conspiracy theory of COVID being a “hoax” and protestors declaring their 

sovereign right not to wear a mask. Renegade National party coalition member George 

Christenson has been retweeting Trump’s baseless assertions that Trump lost due to a “rigged 

election”. Twitter has blocked Trump on account of misinformation and in the latest incident, 

incitement. Undeterred, Christensen is reported to be backing Trump’s call for laws to ban 

fact checking (Butler, 2021).  

His misplaced judgement is hugely problematic not just because to retweet implies that 

dangerous rubbish warrants being passed on. But, also, because Christensen appears to be 

defiant, to not want to know any differently. Party leaders failing to rebuke Christensen on 

the false defence of ‘free speech’ – there is no protection for incitement under free speech in 

the US or Australia – become complicit. They, in effect, engage in the continuation of lies 

when as parliamentarians they ought to be required to know and act better. If they cannot 

set a standard then it makes it difficult to expect easily persuaded citizens to think 

independently for themselves.      

Australia’s acting prime minister Michael McCormack, attempting to appear neutral in 

commenting on the extraordinary events of Capitol Hill, said that he “abhorred all violence”. 

He invoked the slogan of ‘all lives matter’ to defend the rioters and to take a swipe at the 

Black Lives Matter (BLM) movement for causing racial violence. He accuses “bleeding hearts” 

of “confecting rage”. Defending him, arch co-conservative Matt Canavan said that 

McCormack “spoke common sense”. He “opposes censure” (McCulloch and Coughlan, 2021). 

In her book On the Offensive, Linguist Karen Stollznow (2020) describes such 

misrepresentation as linguistic discrimination.   

It is not necessary for McCormack to make explicit his egregious point about racial violence. 

He simply attributes significant blame for violence to BLM so as to defend, by diverting from 

(white) racial violence. His objective, is not to condemn the patriots but instead BLM. He need 

only mention violence, in itself a reference to the racial stereotype of black violence, to get 
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his meaning across and circumvent criticism of racism at the same time. This is as slippery as 

it gets.         

BLM has become a favourite whipping boy for the right. In 2019 the Australian Senate united 

to block a motion from firebrand Pauline Hanson to endorse the phrase ‘all lives matter’ in 

the parliament. It has since been labelled “racist dog whistle”. In her explanation of why it is 

offensive, Research Fellow Karen Stollznow (2021) observes that it is a phrase that “reveals 

racial prejudice”. She points out that BLM does not exclude the value of other lives, its 

purpose is to plea that black lives matter, too She concludes it is “far from an innocent term 

for celebrating the worth of all humanity” (Stollznow, 2021).    

McCormack peddles disinformation by selective misrepresentation of events. McCormack 

conflates peaceful lawful protest of BLM, made violent by the actions of police and armed 

patriots, with the unlawful assault of the US Congress aided and abetted by law enforcement 

officers. McCormack plays with words to deny the importance of the former, a response to 

institutional violence against black men, and to play down the seriousness of the latter. All 

lives do indeed matter but the plain truth is that some lives matter less than others. This is 

how mistruth is fabricated defended on the grounds of free speech or the absence of 

censorship. This is an easy go-to because McCormack and his ilk rely on the fact that it is not 

popular to criticise unfettered free speech or to call for censure.   

McCormack knows what he is doing. Cynicism aplenty, he’s talking to his ultra-right 

constituency. Acting Greens leader Nick McKim remarked: this “takes Australia down a 

dangerous path of post-truth politics… The cost of making up facts will be the degradation of 

Australian democracy. Adopting Trump style politics is poisonous to democracy” (Hurst and 

Zhou, 2021). Given the usual predictable defence by colleagues, there was rare welcome 

pushback. Liberal MP Dr Fiona Martin is quoted on twitter: “Freedom of speech does not 

equal freedom of responsibility” (McCulloch and Coughlan, 2021).  

There is no “good faith”, a hallmark of free speech, to reflect on what he claims, and why, and 

no consideration of the right of people to be protected from discriminatory speech – another 

hallmark of free speech. McCormack ought not be able to say what he wants without 

sanction. He does not have an unfettered right to free speech. It is not free to the extent that 

it carries obligations of speech to do no harm. This is enshrined in the 1949 Universal 

Declaration of Human Rights, Article 19, and in Australia’s adaptation of the International 

Covenant on Civil Rights and Political Rights (ICCPR).      

…The right is not absolute. It carries with it, special responsibilities, and may be 
restricted on several grounds. For example, restrictions could relate to filtering access 
to certain internet sites, the urging of violence or the classification of artistic material. 

Clearly, the principle of free speech is taken literally as justification to speak ‘freely’ without 

obligation. All right and no responsibility. I prefer freedom of speech: the right to speak back 

to corruption, injustice, institutional oppression, to be heard without risk of exile or even 

execution for having the courage to speak up or blow the whistle. This is what we should be 
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defending not a renegade for his supposed right to peddle lies or fabrications, or malign 

people or cause through dog whistling, and expect to get away with it.     

McCormack opened up pandora’s box to press a patent lie. Damage done the problem is for 

someone else to undo it after the fact. The responses to McCormack took the line that they 

were “offensive”. But this does not explain why they were offensive and, as such, is indicative 

of the need to undo misrepresentation. It is easy to offend whereas it is infinitely harder to 

show how.   

Australia has its conspiracy theory adherents too. Celebrity chef Pete Evans declared the 

novel corona virus a “hoax” (Australian Associated Press, 2020). Evans has recommended 

bone marrow for babies to his thousands of online followers. He is not a dietician.   

Facebook took down Evans’ page. Online platforms have belatedly moved to warn users that 

certain posts from high profile individuals contain “disinformation”. The very naming of 

disinformation, intended to distinguish fact from fiction, is itself problematic. ‘Dis’ implies a 

mistake which does not take into account deliberate distortion of facts or wrongful telling of 

lies. In this light, I’m not sure how disinformation differs from misinformation. I suppose 

misinformation refers to misleading information. In any case, there is a ‘let-off’ here with the 

benefit-of-the-doubt granted to pacify the sensibilities of those who peddle rubbish and those 

who believe them.     

The debate about censorship is unfounded. Removing or blocking an online post, that incites, 

is not the end since the unseemly process of misinformation or incitement merely shifts to 

another platform. Alas, there is a market for conspiracy theories. Thus, to submit to them is 

to consent to cerebral atrophy: to willingly become officially dumb.  

The bare-knuckle truth is that truth no longer applies and, as Kelly (2021) rightly points out, 

Australia is not much better than the US in this regard with its own history of ‘outliers’. Since 

renegade One Nation leader Pauline Hanson’s maiden speech in the federal parliament in 

2006, in which she opined to the effect that “Australia is being flooded Asians”, she continues 

to utter her simple brand of hate speech to her enraptured supporters. Her plain talk is music 

to the ears of traditionalists hankering for a white world. Never mind that Australia was 

inhabited by Aboriginal people when the First Fleet arrived in Botany Bay in 1788 to claim 

their lands. Hanson is armed with poisonous invective not for the many who sadly listen to 

her but for minorities whom she riles against.   

She gets away with it because senior ministers, including former Liberal Prime Minister, John 

Howard, refuse/d to rebuke her and other renegade colleagues. Undeterred, she has gone on 

to carve a swathe through parliamentary debate to opine the unfair advantages of Indigenous 

Australians, migrants, refugees, and the like, at the expense of her “silent majority”. She’s still 

at it this time spruiking “all lives matter”. Australia has a problem with racism but few are 

prepared to risk calling it as such.         

The danger of Hanson is that she gives permission not to think. She will do this for them. All 

that is required of Hanson, by her followers, usually of the far-right, is reassurance that the 

bleeding-hearts are going to be flipped. There is push-back to this but somehow it slips into 
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the black waters of oblivion having been white washed by artful spin doctors. By the time 

reasoned responses are aired they have become irrelevant except for the ‘converted’. Here 

lies the very heart of the battleground: to restore sanity to debate where reason and respect 

are again the cornerstones of governance. Let language go and everything else follows.         

Trump and Hanson are like the Pied Piper. They play their tunes to lull and like the piper’s 

plague of rats they follow to their death. Andrews (2019) writes in his analysis of the fall of 

the Roman Empire that the Roman senate failed to tempter the excesses of its emperors due 

to its own widespread corruption and incompetence. As a result, civic pride had waned with 

citizens losing their trust in its leadership. We see this in the US and Australia, which 

necessarily raises questions about standards of entry and ethical practices in relation to 

voting. It would be grand if political representatives voted on principle and not on partisan 

party lines and held to good faith during debate.       

Sadly not, at least not yet: opposition figures in the Australian state of Victoria, relentlessly 

took to the Labor government for allowing the virus to spread whilst mounting a fevered 

defence for keeping business open. They mocked the New Zealand Prime Minister, Jacinta 

Ardern, for ‘going in hard’ but have remained silent on the success of New Zealand to keep 

its citizens safe. Intolerance is on the rise with protestors of lockdown in Victoria brandishing 

Nazi insignia. With the boom in business for alcohol outlets and supermarkets, someone 

always does well out of a crisis. Others do not. Changes are promised but rarely delivered. 

The rich get richer and the poor get poorer. With capitalism at work, we settle for our 

distractions, to shop and to lose ourselves in the unreality of the online world.   

CONCLUSION 

It is said that the measure of a democracy is in the peaceful transfer of power. Trump 

supporters exercised their free will to vote for Trump and are clearly angry that they have 

been denied ‘their man’ for the White House. There is always room for criticism starting with 

criticism of liberalism. But this cannot be an excuse for what transpired on Capitol Hill. The 

very act itself screams a society at the cross roads.  

Whilst many issues of urgency come out of this, I propose that the overarching thread, comes 

down to the loss of reasoned and considered independent thought. This has been discarded 

for a common-sense approach to understanding the world. Common sense sounds logical and 

reasonable and generally speaking often is. But what is meant by common sense is 

problematic. It is assumed to be objective though it is far from it. Personal beliefs, including 

religious beliefs, have come to replace objective reality of truth to the extent that personal 

beliefs are the same as common sense. Faith, in other words, is the equivalent of fact.   

The question is how does this happen? Well, the short answer is this, everything is outsourced 

including the capacity to think for ourselves. Too damn lazy to work through the mass of news 

and information, we turn to crackpots to tell us what to think by drumming up catchy, but 

nonetheless empty, slogans to rally behind.   
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We are patronised: condescended to. Made to feel that we are the centre of the universe. 

We must be appeased. Mollified. We are no longer, or less, socialised into the principles of 

peace and tolerance of difference whether in terms of politics, race, ethnicity or nationality. 

We become too easily ready to swallow a line, a hollow promise.      

We mock experts, scientists, leaders, women in positions of authority. We are comfortable 

with blatant lies. We riddle anyone who defies us. We don’t understand respect or tolerance 

for difference. We are bullies. We bunch together. We threaten. We intimidate. We bear arms 

against the enemy, including institution, our fellow citizens.  

We believe in our own greatness. We will not die from COVID-19 19. We will not be told what 

to do. We are a law unto ourselves. We manipulate media, turn journalists into lackeys, to 

gain control. Everything is a narrative to be spun. We are good are good at that and we are 

good with that. Anything to win. This is the new norm and we are in charge. You are either 

with us or against us. 

We love to hate everyone except those who look like us. Don’t get us wrong, we will join 

forces with the enemy when it suits us but don’t ever mistake that for acceptance. Whilst we 

might baulk at the claim of being ‘racist’, ‘racist’ is what we are. We know that it is 

unacceptable and discriminatory to espouse theories of (our) racial purity, and therefore 

superiority, but we don’t care. In fact, we love it and not before time that we get to say this 

openly with the backing of the president. We are proud patriots. Patriots, not racists, even 

though we know that our patriotism is white – to the core.   

We hear versions of the truth or distortions of the truth. Commonly, this will take the form of 

an alarmist headline. Should that not work there is always the go-to option of denigrating the 

messenger to undermine the message. They, the messengers, cannot be believed because 

they are criminals, liars, thieves, fornicators, socialists, communists, migrants, non-believers, 

not American and certainly not white American. Too easy to distort. Just say something is not 

true or falsely claim what is alleged to have been said.  Tell a blatant lie.  

Until such time that it can be demonstrated by progressives to a sceptical public that to assist 

people in need, on the basis of race, ethnicity, religion, gender, sexuality of class, means to 

better all, and that this is not discriminatory, resentment will remain. Until such time that 

progressives are able to demonstrate that positive discrimination is not the same as racism, 

resentment will remain. Until such time that progressives are able to demonstrate that intent 

is not the same as racism, racism can occur without intent through inaction as much as 

inaction, white resentment will remain.  

This is important because to do otherwise opens the door for others to fill the void – to proffer 

an alternative interpretation of society and social values. Trump ‘fillers’ relied on privileging 

opinion over objectivity, lies over truth, disinformation over facts, bullying over debate, bias 

over reason, power over persuasion, white over black. The new conservatist handbook for 

America. Under fascism, truth is the first to go. Enough said.  
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